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Candy Cone
Mouse

Adorable little mouse - and unlike most kids - can be trusted
not to steal candy from the tree!
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Candy Cone
Mouse

This little mouse and his cone
measure 8” long from the bottom
of the Cone (excluding bell) to the
tip of the mouse’s ears.

Fill his cone with candy and little
mouse will resist every temptation
to nibble before Christmas morning!

He also makes a great little pocket
toy when all the candy has gone
and Christmas is over.

Materials
● 6” square grey felt

● 10” x 8“ Christmasssy fabric for cone
exterior

● 10” x 8” felt for cone lining

● 9” ric rac braid

● Three ¼” buttons for shoulders and tail

● One very small button for nose (if you
can’t find one, then you can stitch nose
with black floss)

● Decorative red button (mine was heart
shaped)

● Black embroidery floss for eyes

● Black or dark brown strong thread for
whiskers

● Small bell for base of cone (optional)

● Small quantity of toy stuffing

● 8” length of ¼” wide ribbon for hanging
cone

● Grey thread
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Method
● Cut out all pieces from the full size

template.  Additionally cut a strip of felt
5” x ¼” for the mouse’s tail.  Give this
strip one pointy end.

Cone

● Turn over ¼” at top edge of exterior
cone and press down.  (1) Trim 3/8”
from top edge of felt interior.  Place
exterior wrong side up on clean flat
surface then position interior on top
aligning top edge so it is 1/8” lower
than the folded edge of the exterior
fabric.  Pin or tack, then stitch ric rac
braid around top of the interior so it just
peeps out (2)

● Fold cone right sides inwards with long
edge together and machine stitch seam
with a ¼” allowance.  Clip point and
turn right side out.  Trim away exterior
fabric at top of seam and with matching
thread oversew the interior felt to hide
the raw edge (3)

● Add hanging loop with a few stitches
and cover join with decorative button (4)

● Stitch bell to bottom of cone and part-
fill with toy stuffing

Mouse

●  Machine sew main body piece together
with a 1/8” seam allowance. Clip curves
and turn right side out.  Stuff the head,
neck and top part of the boy firmly and
the bottom of the body quite lightly,
stopping your stuffing ½” from the
bottom.

● With front and back seams matching
stitch along bottom edge of body (5)

● Pinch corners together and stitch to
make little feet (6)

● Attach arms adding small button at
shoulders.

● Form a curve by overlapping the sides
of the notch at the bottom of the ear
shapes and stitch into place on the
head.

● Attach tail to base of body and secure
with button.

● Sew black eyes and insert whiskers.
To do this take a nice long length of
strong thread and double it in your
needle.  Push the needle into one side
of the nose and bring it out at the tip,
leaving a 1” tail of thread sticking out.
Make a tiny back stitch at the nose and
bring your needle out on the other side
of the nose.  Take it in again leaving a
loop and repeat.  When you have
enough whiskers, fasten off and trim
loops.  Add button to cover back
stitches at nose tip.

● Place mouse in cone and add candy.
FINISHED!!
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Candy Cone Mouse
Actual size.

https://www.facebook.com/bustleandsew
http://www.pinterest.com/bustleandsew/
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http://bustleandsew.com
http://bustleandsew.com/blog
http://bustleandsew.com/magazine
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Why do we love to stitch?  After all you can purchase
mass-produced textile items at many high streets stores
for very little cost.  These days handmade means
something special - a unique item created with love, a gift
from the heart, not one that can be bought.  Hand stitching
is also a great way to personalise an item, or perhaps to
breathe new life into an old favourite that has seen better
days.

Bustle & Sew offers my own unique patterns, designed to appeal to all skill levels and bring out all
your natural creativity.  And you can keep up to date with all the latest news from Devon where I live
as well as the newest patterns and much more over on the Bustle & Sew Blog.

PS If you love stitching, then you’re sure to enjoy my Bustle & Sew Magazine.  It’s delivered by
email to your in-box each month and is crammed full of ideas, projects, features, articles, patterns
and more to inspire you.  Your family and friends will soon be queuing up to take delivery of your
new Bustle & Sew creations.  To learn more please visit the Bustle & Sew website.

Helen xx

Please respect my copyright and do not copy and distribute this pattern for any purpose.  You are
welcome to sell items you personally have made using this pattern provided you credit Bustle &
Sew with the design.  You are not licensed to go into mass production. Thank you.
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